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Professional Learning Community – The Basics

DuFour and Eaker introduced Professional 
Learning Communities by noting that each word 
of the phrase “Professional Learning Community” 
had been chosen purposefully. 

(DuFour and Eaker 1998, pp. xi–xii)
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Professional 

 The knowledge base of education has expanded 
dramatically in the past quarter century.

Educators in a professional learning community 
make emerging research and standards the basis of 
their collaborative investigation of how they can 
better achieve their goals. 
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Learning

 Learning suggests ongoing action and perpetual curiosity. 
In Chinese, the term learning is represented by two 
characters: The first means to study, and the second 
means to practice constantly. 

 The school that operates as a professional learning 
community recognizes that its members must engage in 
the ongoing study and constant practice that characterize 
an organization committed to continuous improvement. 
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Community

 In contrast to an organization, the term community 
suggests a group linked by common interests and 
goals. 

A Professional Learning Community becomes a safe 
haven where trust is assured through collaboration. It is 
a place of emotional support, mutual cooperation, 
and sharing that promotes professional and personal 
growth. 

(Corrine McLaughlin and Gordon Davidson 1994) 
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What is a 
Professional 

Learning 
Community?
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An ongoing process in
which educators work
collaboratively in 
recurring cycles of 
collective inquiry
and action research to
achieve better results for
the students they serve.



Can We All Agree?

We must focus on making sure that children 
learn. 

No one person can meet the needs of every 
single child. 

Hoping children learn is not a strategy that’s 
good enough. 
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The 3 Big Ideas 
of the 
Professional 
Learning 
Community 
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Focus on 
Learning

Collaborative 
Work

Results Driven 



Focus on Learning

Make learning rather than teaching the fundamental 
purpose of our schools. 

 “The very essence of a professional learning community 
is a focus on and a commitment to the learning of 
each student.” 

—DuFour, DuFour, Eaker & Many, 2010, p. 23 
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Collaborative Work 

Building collaboration into your teams 
allows team members to push each other 
to perform, develop trusting relationships, 
give each other insights, and even help 
develop each other as professionals. 

Pfeffer & Sutton, 2000 
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Results Driven 

 Teams are committed to achieving desired 
results. 

 They are driven by the desire for evidence 
that their efforts are producing the intended 
outcomes - Data
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The 4 Critical 
Questions 
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Critical Questions for PLCs

1. What should students know and be able to do as 
a result of this course, class, or grade level? 

2. How will we know that the students are learning? 
3. How do we respond when students do not learn? 
4. How do we respond when students learn more? 
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The Sequence of Questions

At your tables select a PLC scenario (made up or 
real) discuss the four critical questions in relation to 
a that scenario. 
Go back to the sequence of questions and 

answer them in order based on the PLC you 
selected.

Prepare to report out from each table.
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Conditions and Structures Necessary to  
Support PLCS

School leadership support.
Time for teacher planning and analysis.
Professional development opportunities on 

the skills required to facilitate collaborative 
work.

Shared common goals.
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Successful 
PLC

Time to 
meet and 

share

Good 
communication 

structures

Available 
resources

Supportive 
culture

Respect 
and trust

Supportive Environments:
The Leaders’ Responsibility
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Common Teacher Planning Time

Common planning time is often a time for 
teachers to conduct data analysis, identify 
problems, set common goals, generate 
interventions, and develop action plans. 
Common planning time can be structured in 

several different ways, most commonly by 
grade or by subject, but It may include groups 
of teachers from vertical grade levels.
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Common Teacher Planning Time

 Special educators, Title I teachers, and other providers 
should be included in the collaborative planning 
activities.

Common planning time may mean individual planning 
time is scheduled simultaneously with grade-level or 
subject-area peers, or they may receive their individual 
planning time as well as extra planning time designated 
as a collaborative planning time. 
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Quality Professional Development

 Purposeful and focused professional 
development is the process that identifies and 
enhances the skills, tools, and attitudes 
teachers need to operate effectively, serve 
students, and advance the school’s vision. 
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Professional 
Development 
Process 
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Identify 
Specific 
Needs

Prioritize 
Needs

Develop 
Strategies to 
Meet Needs 

Implement 
Strategic 

Plans

Evaluate and 
Adjust

Share the 
Learning



Shared Common Goals

Collaborative cultures, which by definition 
have close relationships, are indeed 
powerful. BUT, unless they are focused on 
the right things they may end up being 
powerfully wrong.

Michael Fullan
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When Do PLC Teams Work Together?

Common Plan Time
During In-Service Time
During Meeting Times
After School
During School (release time)
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PLC meetings should not be used for…

 Trainings that can occur during a faculty meeting. 
For example, FERPA, Bloodborne Pathogens, Child 
Abuse, etc.

 Planning field trips, curriculum nights or other grade 
level events

 Discussion of homework policies
 Entering data, grades or grading papers
 Working on newsletters
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Barriers to Supportive Structures

What are the barriers to creating a 
supportive structure in your building(s)?

Create a list of the top three barriers.
What are some potential solutions to those 

barriers.
Discuss at your table.
 Report out to the whole group.
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Professional 
Learning 

Communities: 
Groups Versus 

Teams 
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Transforming Professional Learning
G

ro
up

s

Te
am

s
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Why Does a Team Function Better Than a Group?

There are a many advantages teams have over groups:

 There is greater communication between members;
Collaboration and cooperation are better;
Commonly articulated goals ensure that everyone is 

focused on the same outcomes.
Biren Bandara
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Components of PLC Teams

Team Norms 
Essential Outcomes
Common Assessments
Data Analysis 
Differentiated Instruction
SMART Goals
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Team Norms

How do we develop a culture in which people feel 
comfortable sharing ideas? 

Create predetermined team expectations on how 
everyone within the group will conduct themselves 
that will help determine how decisions will be made. 

Team Norms help to establish a culture of trust.
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Purpose of Team Norms

Clarify expectations. 
Promote open dialogue.
Serve as a powerful tool for holding members 

accountable. 
Revisit norms often. 
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Essential Outcomes (EOs)

EOs are the most important thing we want students to 
know and be able to do at the end of the 
unit/marking period/class/grade. 

 Typically 8 – 10 EOs per content area. At the 
elementary level, start with ELA and Math. 

EOs are based on student data, standards and school 
success plan. 
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Essential Outcomes (EOs)

Some of the EOs may be a unit long, may last a 
marking period or last all year. 

EOs need to be “big” topics. Teams should determine 
that the EOs they work on with their students are the 
most important outcomes and will have the greatest 
impact on their overall achievement. 
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Common Assessments 

 The PLC team decides how they will determine 
whether students have met the target of the 
EOs and how they will monitor student progress

 They make adjustments to instruction and 
provide additional support to ensure all students 
reach the targets. 
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Analyze Data

Analyze data to find strengths and weaknesses of 
individual students and classrooms. 

 Identify what is working and what is not working in 
the classrooms to improve student achievement. 

Based on the team analysis of the data and 
educational research, make refinements to the 
lessons to better reach the students. 
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Differentiate Instruction

A framework for effective teaching that involves providing all students within 
their diverse classroom community of learners a range of different avenues 
for understanding new information 
in terms of: 
 acquiring content; 
 processing,
 constructing or making sense of ideas; 
 and developing teaching materials and assessment measures 
so that all students within a classroom can learn effectively.
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PLCS Set SMART Goals

Specific
Measurable
Attainable
Realistic
Time Sensitive (time bound)
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S – Specific

Goals need to be specific about what you want to accomplish. 
This is the mission statement of the goal. Consider-

 WHO needs to be involved to achieve the goal. 
 WHAT you are trying to accomplish. 
 WHEN the goal should be accomplished.
 WHERE the goal will be accomplished – if applicable. 
 WHY you are focusing on this goal.
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M – Measurable

What metrics are you going to use to determine if you meet the 
goal? 
 This makes a goal more tangible because it provides a way to 

measure progress. 
 If it’s a project that’s going to take a few months to complete, 

then set some milestones by considering specific tasks to 
accomplish.
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A – Achievable

This focuses on how important a goal is to you and what you 
can do to make it attainable and may require developing new 
skills and changing attitudes. 
 The goal is meant to inspire motivation, not discouragement. 
 Think about how to accomplish the goal and if you have the 

tools/skills needed. 
 If you don’t currently possess those tools/skills, consider what it 

would take to attain them.
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R – Relevant

Relevance refers focusing on something that makes sense 
within the broader system goals. 

*For example, if the goal is to improve literacy outcomes for K-8 
studnets, it should be something that’s in alignment with the 
overall district or school objectives. 
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T – Time-Bound

Anyone can set goals, but if it lacks realistic timing, 
chances are you’re not going to succeed. 
 Provide a target date for the final outcome. 
 If the goal will take months to complete, it’s useful to set 

time sensitive action steps through out the process. 
 Providing time constraints also creates a sense of 

urgency.
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SMART Goal Template 

Percentage of ______________ scoring 
proficient and higher in (insert learning target) 
will increase from ______% to _______% by 
_______as measured by ________________ 
administered on ________________.
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Lets write a SMART Goal

At your table choose one of these goals. Now adapt the goal into a SMART 
Goal. Be prepared to discuss your work with the whole group. 

 There will be less disruption in the lunch room.
 3rd grade reading scores will improve.
 Johnny will be nice to others. 

 What made the first goal “Not SMART”? What did your table do to make the 
goal a SMART Goal? 
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Building Relationships and 
Improving Student 
Performance
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Common Reasons Why Teams May Fail

When teams unravel they do so because they are unable to –
 Establish trust
 Engage in honest dialogue regarding disagreements
 Make commitments to one another
 Hold each other accountable
 Focus on results

DuFour, DuFour, Eaker, & Many. (2008) Learning By Doing, (2nd Ed). Bloomington, IN, Solution Tree. 
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PLC Procedures – First Steps 

 An agenda is created and distributed to all team members prior to the 
PLC meeting. 

 Meeting minutes should be recorded and given to building principal and 
all team members. Minutes should include-
 Date 
 Team members in attendance 
 Goal working on
 Summary of meeting actions  ( who, what, when, how)
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PLC Procedures – Typical Time Frame 

1st Meeting: Identify/Review Team Commitments 
(Norms) 

2nd Meeting: Identify 8 – 10 Essential Outcomes for each 
content area (begin with ELA and Math at the 
elementary level) and develop SMART Goals (data and 
standards drive EOs) 

3rd Meeting: Finish Essential Outcomes and SMART Goals 
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PLC Procedures – Typical Time Frame 

4th Meeting: Develop/Identify common assessments 
5th Meeting: Develop differentiated lessons
6th Meeting: Reflect on implementation of differentiated 

lessons, analyze data from common assessment, review 
student progress, and develop additional differentiated 
lesson-common assessments-etc. (Cycle)
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PLC Flow Chart - The Team Cycle
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FOCUS
Using Data, the 
team creates a 

lesson plan 
and a common 

assessment

STRATEGIES
Teacher instructs 
using effective 
strategies from 

the team’s focus 
meeting

ASSESSMENT 
Team conducts 

common 
assessment then 
meets to analyze 
data and discuss 

strategies 

RESPONSE
Teacher 

remediates or 
enriches based 

on the pre-
determined 

proficiency level

PLC Meets PLC Meets 



PLC Procedures – Data Analysis

Sharing Data 
 Once trust has been established within the group, the data should be 

displayed for all to see and analyze within the PLC. 
 Team data should be shared with the school to celebrate each 

team’s successes. 
 individual teacher data is also monitored by the administrator 

throughout the process to ensure teachers receive encouragement 
but also receive a clear message about the importance of changing 
practices to ensure student improvement.
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Thoughts for Teams 

What is your current reality related to teaming, 
collaboration, and trust?

What is your current reality related to data driven 
instruction/ intervention?

How are you managing data?
Discuss with your table next steps that you can bring 
back to your school. 
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So, what 
should be the 
focus of the 
PLC
collaboration?
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Quality 
Instruction

Assess 
Student 
Learning

Analyze 
Results

Share 
Results to 
Improve 

Instruction 

Support All 
Students’ 

Needs 

Improved 
Student 

Achievement



Next Steps for Collaborative PLCs 
in Your Own Schools

At your tables discuss what types of collaborative meetings you 
are participating in at your schools. 
 List two things you could do or two suggestions you could make 

so that your school would be ready to take the next step toward 
improving or embedding the collaborative culture in your 
school and on your team. 

 Be prepared to share your answer with the whole group. 
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Observed Outcomes For Staff -1

 Increased commitment to the mission and goals 
of the school and increased vigor in working to 
strengthen the mission.

More satisfaction, higher morale, and lower rates 
of absenteeism.

Higher likelihood of undertaking fundamental 
systemic change.
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Observed Outcomes For Staff -2

 Powerful understanding of what defines good 
instructional practice. 

 Shared responsibility for the total development 
of students and collective responsibility for 
students' success.

 Reduction of isolation of teachers.
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Observed Outcomes For Students

Decreased dropout rate and fewer classes 
"skipped“.

 Lower rates of absenteeism.
 Increased learning that is distributed more 

equitably among diverse populations.
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Observed Outcomes For Students

Greater academic gains in math, science, 
history, and reading than in traditional schools.

Smaller achievement gaps between students 
from different backgrounds.
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REMEMBER: All PLC Work Has in Common…

Focus on Student Learning.
Analysis of Student Work/Performance.
Collaboration/Collective Teaming.
 Teacher Reflection on Practice.
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“Professional learning communities 
support a culture of self-improvement 
through the identification and sharing 

of best practices of highly effective 
teachers, mentorship, and peer 

collaboration.”
—The Daggett System for Effective Instruction, 

p. 124

Last Thoughts
85
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